
THE HEKATOMPEDON INVENTORIES, 414/3-411/0 

A S a result of the revolution and subsequent expulsion of the Four Hundred, two 
archons, Mnasilochos and Theopompos, and two groups of treasurers of Athena 

served during the year 411/0. Thus five groups of treasurers served during the Pana- 
thenaic penteteris 414/3-411/0 and five inventories, instead of four, were required 
in that penteteris for each of the three chambers of the Parthenon: the Pronaos, the 
Hekatompedon, and the cella designated in the inventories as the Parthenon. 

The Hekatompedon inventories for these years were inscribed on a large stele 
on which four fragments are known: 

a. I.G., I, 151-152, a (transcribed by U. Koehler); I.G., I2, 272. 

b. K. S. Pittakys, 'E+. 'ApX., nos. 165 and 2095; A. R. Rangabe, 'E+. 'ApX., no. 255 
and Antiquites hellentiques, I, Athens, 1842, no. 104; Ph. Lebas, Voyage arche'ologique 
en Gre'ce et en Asie Mlineure, I, Paris, 1853, no. 172; August Boeckh, Die Staatshaus- 
?halitung der Athener, II, 3, Berlin, 1886, pp. 172-173 (transcribed by L. Ross); I.G., 
I, 151-152, b (transcribed by U. Koehler); I.G., 12, 272-273. 

c. A. M. Woodward, " Some More Fragments of Attic Treasure-Records of the 
Fifth Century," J.H.S., XLVIII, 1928, pp. 169-177; formerly E. M. 6791. 

d. Woodward, loc. cit.; now E. M. 6792. 

Fragments a, b, and c are now embedded in plaster at the Epigraphical Museum 
at Athens (E.M. 6778). 

The years covered by these inscriptions are as follows: 

First inventory (I.G., I2, 272) 414/3 
Second inventory (I.G., 12, 273) 413/2 
Third inventory 412/1 
Fourth inventory 411 (Mnasilochos) 
Fifth inventory 411/0 (Theopompos) 

The relative positions of fragments a and b, which contain part of the first inven- 
tory, are fixed by horizontal equations. In examining the stones, this writer noticed 
that previous editions of fragment a omitted its twelfth line. (It has fourteen lines, 
altogether.) Since the twelfth line of fragment b was recorded, horizontal equations 
cannot be made at this point and editors have assumed scribal error. The author also 
found traces of three letters in line 14, where Koehler had found traces of one and 
Hiller (in I.G., J2) of none. 
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Subsequently, A. M. Woodward (by letter) supplied the information that the 
late Bert Hodge Hill had discovered a join between fragments a and c. After checking 
with the Director of the Epigraphical Museum, M. Th. Mitsos, B. D. Meritt (by 
letter) made the following report: " The join between I.G., 12, 272 (EM 6778) and 
EM 6791 is actually concealed by about an inch and a half of plaster, but the lateral 
surfaces (not concealed) leave no doubt that the assignment is correct. Mitsos assured 
me that the stones actually do join, and this fact is noted in the Inventory Book." 1 

We can now transcribe fragments a and b and the beginning of fragment c 
(including the first four lines of the second inventory): 

0 ~ ~ ~ Q00 

M v I& 

y p ~[ pl&XXl v r o0 1 v t 0' r o; 0 L V. M T O n t 83 L]OT*[L & X b 

CX e X fAt a t o v OS& A O p p m v T i p L O v & p y v pi; v ,& a x oL 0 V*T O 5 

o v T 0[4 T o L v .= A AA-a t T M av 0 X p V 0 o s 8 V ] s & KI X e ta T Oa v- 

OL p % f[ (a L 0V & p y U p VgG T M v T o 15 T o H H-X a]p X t 0 V & p Y V p V 

t M G[ 0t V T O 15 T O . . I- I- I- 11* (P d V e Y, P V a CYa T a b V r (X 'd 'c &, 5 A 

11 I T ) e X VfO 5 X p U a 0 CIO T M 0 v T o 4 x o A in I- I-lal p V a C 6 ; 11 IO a 'c 'C b 

H A A A ri ir- [i II -x p o (y c 5,C T Ca 0 b v -r a 4 -r e s H A PIF l-l F F* - T ?r (p a v o S X P V 10 

e S H rP A A[A A I- I,-. V g t. M I p t, o V & p y -u p o VX Ja3 -rU] b V r o -C 0 x-a -r t 9 ffi 

C,a T m g[pb V T O t T O T G a V 0 S X p U a CoIs, a b V T ? t T ? A A A 

X, V a O[Cld x cc 0 ,1 V Y 0 0 . . . . . . . G T 6 (P' M] S X p u0 Ca 5 S5 T CUo 

A . . . . .... . . ...... . . . . . .3 Ic c 6 (p av o c X p -u ao 

v m Q Cto o v X a v C 8 e g s'A X m P V b C Xt a' t X C V V d p X ? V] T e s Y.? C A 6 

oL pC OL L c h o 0 A br 0 X 0 C T p d T o la p ? P p p 03] y p X AL g & T 

T ?' (lV e ; L -t e -A cc aC 0 To 0 n -(p L L X P uI XII ] T OL 0 

.a o sd it o p p at V T ? p L o V p y V p oV,& a T O. 0 V YT 03 

c 

EPIGRAPHICAL COMMENTARY: Trhe letters underlined are given on the authority 
of one or mIore of the earlier editors. In additilon to these, we can recover two letters 
in line 19. In lines 18 and 19 Rangabe' (in Anxtiquite's) gives the following: 

I The author would like to express his thanks to B. D. Meritt and A. M. Woodward for much 
assistance during the preparation of this paper. 

2 That the correct weight of the gold crown is .2JF and not .3.. F can be seen from E. L. Hicks, 
The Collection of Ancient Greek Inscriptions in the British Museum, I, Oxford, 1874, pl. XXVIII, 
lines 14 (a misprint, but the number of spaces is correct), 29, and 44. 
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ITA?M 
ON 

Lebas has this: 
TA?M 

ON 

Ross and Pittakys (no. 165) read the letters without an indication of their position in 
the line. Pittakys later (no. 2095) denied the existence of the letters. Whatever their 
exact position, these letters form part of a phrase which follows the usual description 
of the a&roppavreptov and occurs for the first time in I.G., I2, 272, line 5, beginning 
To--. It happens that the first item in the Pronaos lists, 4La6E Xpvo-C, eXg es airoppa- 
vovTat, ao-raGpos, is not to be found after the inventory of 414/3 (I.G., I2, 248). It 
seems likely that its disappearance at this time is connected with the new rubric in the 
Hekatompedon inventories. Perhaps the phiale was removed from the Pronaos to 
the Hekatompedon and associated with the a&roppavreptov. 

The traces in line 14 of fragment a are a horizontal bar at the-top of the stoichos, 
an apex (indicating alpha, gamma, or delta), and another horizontal at the top of the 
stoichos. They are located at the very bottom of the preserved portion of the stone. 

In line 15 it is possible that the space following the four drachme signs was 
inscribed. 

The restorations printed in the Edito Minor for I.G., 12, 272 are substantially 
correct through line 161 (our line 11), including item 19. It should be noted that the 
five inscriptions of this stele are regularly ITOIX. 85. Syllabic division, however, was 
apparently employed throughout the first inventory, causing a few lines to have 83, 
84, or 86 letters. We restore the last few lines of the inventory, therefore, on the basis 
of syllabic division, noting the variations from the regular pattern of ITOIX. 85. 
Now that we have found the true reading of line 12, we can restore the twentieth and 
twenty-first items there on the basis of earlier inventories, I.G., 12, 268 and 269: 

[vos xpvcorg o-TaraO v roTVTo XHHI. TowE4avo Xpvo-oN] , ora,Op[o roVro T 2OV.T 

oI-Efavos xpvwoa, cr] radoiv roVro VOAAA [ V] 2 

Line 13 will begin with item 22, which is the last item known from earlier inventories, 
and the rest is clear from the preserved portions: 
[crresabvo xpvo o, (orTaqu vroVTrowv PFIH, or&kavog] Xpvcro [sg, 

crTaOp,OV TOVTO ........ TErav] osa Xpvcr8o, o-TaOpO [v] 

[rovro?I- 

Linles 14 and 15 can be transcribed in the following manner: 
r 85 r 28 'ao po',, 

[TOVTO ?-? _--] oTEbaVos xpvo[%] 

[ora6~vroi5ro 18 ca6jVT[T-ca. 13 OTcd4Ol [aa00'VTOV' ____ 8_--0-Taua1VrTHH 0[VT--. Cv 
__ca. 10 __ [4HiiFpF vvv 
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It is possible to find the correct restoration of these lines by comparison with the 
inventories inscribed on fragments c and d. Woodward's texts show that the lists of 
dedications on those two fragments are identical and can be used to supplement each 
other. It will be seen, however, that these texts are not identical with that of the 
first inventory. We now list a column of letters found in fragment c and another 
from d along with the stoichoi in which they must be restored in the first inventory 
between fragments a and b: (NOTE: Fragment c contains part of the last line of 
I.G., P2, 272 and parts of three lines of the prescript of the second inventory; I.G., P2, 
272 has four lines of prescript; thus they come into agreement with the final lines of 
the prescripts. The first line of fragment d equals line 5 of 272.) 

Fragment c 272 Fragment d 272 

Line 1 nu 
Line 2 nu 
Line 3 alpha 
Line 4 tau 52nd 
Line 5 mu 50th theta 49th 
Line 6 delta 51st nu 47th 
Line 7 alpha 47th nu 46th 
Line 8 omicron 47th omicron 47th 
Line 9 rho 48th chi 47th 
Line 10 chi 48th drachme 45th 
Line 11 delta 46th delta 45th 
Line 12 nu 46th omicron 45th 
Line 13 alpha 48th sigma 43rd 
Line 14 alpha omicron ? 
Line 15 alpha sigma 
Line 16 nu 
Line 17 iota 
Line 18 alpha 

Since it is clear that the position of the letters in both columns is gradually 
shifting to the left in the first inventory, we may expect that the alphas in lines 14 
and 15 of c will be found in about the forty-seventh stoichos in the first inventory and 
that the omicron and sigma of lines 10 and 11 of d will be found in about the forty- 
second stoichos of lines 14 and 15 of the first inventory. The letters in question are 
part of the rubrics c-raG ,ubv TacTEq and 4btatXE vel -rTEafE xpvcreE oraS7O ov ravTE9 in lines 
14 and 15, respectively: 

c d 

(14) [o]rTa0O[pv] Ta[xpv [E1raT I ov, T [oaO,Tei 

( 15 ) [ar]Ta0 [pov] [Xpv I me, a-a [t3,ukov] 
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If the texts of the inventories which are partially preserved in fragments c and d were 
identical with that of the first inventory, we could expect crraG,ui' ravcE to begin in 
about the thirty-eighth stoichos in line 14 and about the forty-third stoichos of line 15 
of the first inventory. 

This, however, is manifestly impossible. The traces in lines 14 and 15 of the first 
inventory cannot be reconciled with oTano'V TaV'TE. Moreover, if that rubric began 
in about the forty-third (and ended in about the fifty-fifth) stoichos in line 15, there 
would be a gap of some sixteen spaces before the numeral rR in the seventy-second 
stoichos, which would be far too long for the rest of the numeral and too short for 
another item involving crTaOpOv rov'i0o. 

Leaving aside the possibilities of scribal error or of the appearance here of an itemn 
which is listed only here and in no other inventory, we must ascribe this discrepancy 
between the first inventory and those represented by fragments c and d to the presence 
in the first inventory of the rubric EE'tMa TEyEEVETro, which introduces a list of acces- 
sions. This is the only reasonable way to find an entry which will occur only here and 
not in the same position in the other inventories. Since the text of the first inventory 
agrees with the texts of the other two inventories through line 13, the accessions rubric 
must occur in line 14 and precede or include the traces which we have reported in that 
line, where the first inventory differs from the others. 

The presence of the rubric E'7ETEta EVEyEVETo (sixteen letters) in the first inventory 
and its absence from the other two means that in the first inventory oraOllbv TaViTEs 

in lines 14 and 15 must begin sixteen spaces to the right of the places which we have 
calculated, i.e., about the fifty-fourth stoichos in line 14 and about the fifty-ninth in 
line 15. Thus we have the following schema for these lines: 

[roiro 3I ] -8- [-~~~ o_a.0 cra. 1v 

TaVEg - - - ca.5 _ -] oTE'avo Xpvao"i[g] 
[ai-aOp t roiiro 18 ca. 12 

cTa O/.Ov TavTE19] mRHHAAFFF+ . vvv 

Thus the object with which the numeral 724 should be associated is a stephane or phiale 
of gold. 

There seem to be two possible interpretations of the traces in line 14. The first 
of these does not agree with our expectations: 

[TO ..... ..5. ..... ETETEtaEVEYEVETO ] e ap [yvpa, o-raOpav 
TaVTEs .....]...... ] crTEaVo xpvo [s] 

Moreover, the space after rov'ro is unreasonably long for a numeral and too short for 
another item. 

On the other hand, the following agrees with the schema which has been developed 
and is certainly preferable: 
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ro~ro 26 e 7 er&Eta E'T] s7ey [vero Xpvog vel 
apy OtaLV _ 5 ae- -] oTTE Oavo; Xpv?o [q] 

The short lacuna makes it likely that the item before the accessions rubric is also a 
xpvcrts or an apyvptS. 

The restorations of lines 12-15 which we have proposed seem the best obtainable 
on the basis of the evidence now available and there appears to be little probative value 
in attempting to use the fragmentary inscription I.G., 12, 274 to provide additional 
information. Thus we have learned the identity of the following items: 

(23) a gold crown (weight: seven spaces)3 

(24) a gold crown 

(25) probably a Xpvort, or an apyvptg 

and the accessions of 414/3: 

(26) a Xpvo-Lq (weight: five spaces) or an apyvpLs (weight: four spaces) 

(27) a gold crown 

(29) a gold phiale or stephane (weight: 724 drachmai; 1724 drachmai is very 
unlikely.) 

Since item 28 contains the rubric [crra0Ou ] v rov []t ? it cannot be a feminine 
singular noun. 

How the new restorations are related to fragments c and d will be seen later, 
when we restore the inventory to which d belongs. Now that Hill's discovery shows 
that fragment c forms a large portion of the second inventory (not the third, as 
Woodward thought, op. cit., pp. 169-171), combining this fragment with the last four 
lines of fragment b, we can present a revised text of the opening of the second 
inventory, I.G., 12, 273: 

ZTOIX. 85 

1ra8E Ehot raiutat Trov htEpoPv XpELarov rEs 'AOE] vat'[ag lloXvXaEvt8E 
'AXaPVEVS9 Kat Xo-vvapXov] TEy ho^VZ AE [VKat-] 

[oS 'Ao8vaZoS sEypa/..tparEvE, irapE8oo-av roZt r] apU [t'acS ho7 

AV1TOKXEL&S SOCrparO 4pEapptojS EypcaL/qhT[EVE] 

[KaXXatXpot F17TVpt'EC Ka"t XcrvvapXocrv E'v] rot [VE&T rd 

3I.G., I2, 270, the inventory for 416/5, lists twenty-two items, followed by [r]7rerE [tla 
E3EIyEVETOJ. Then we have fifty-six spaces before an uninscribed area (cf. Hicks, op. cit., pl. 
XXVIII, line 45). There is not enough space here for both the twenty-third and twenty-fourth 
items. Therefore, restore this line as follows: [a brcyEvETro TTEr4avos Xpv'os, oTaOfAoV TOVTO ... .... 

vacat] vacat The twenty-fourth anld twenty-fifth items must be accessions of 415/4. 
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hEKarow7TE8ov StaAXat XpvoraZ I I l,] rcad4 [Ov rovr- v] 
[OV XXmAAAAFFHF KOpE ypvoe ?TL mJ-TeX aO-TaO]I og. [dvoppacreptov 

apyvpov, 'o-ra4wwov ro?--- ] ov-[------ 

The contents of the rest of the inscription are identical to those of the fourth inventory, 
which we shall restore in full. 

A portion of the first few lines of the third inventory (not the fourth, as Wood- 
ward thought) will appear at the bottom of fragment c. Although it is apparently 
impossible to devise a fully acceptable restoration,4 we offer the following exempli 
gratia: 

ZTOIX. 85 

[ra8e hot racqa4 rov htepov XpE,iaTov er 'AO]eva[tag KaAXataXpos 
<Eva7rVpt8E> KaL X?)VvapXovTe% hots AV0KAtGS0E '1p- V] 

[Eappto1 E'ypa,uparevE, irapEoo-av rots rautIa] [hoZs EiavSpoq EvovvJuevs 
Eypapu,.aLEvev, Ao-oro86pot Kv8a-] 

[OevaUE KaL xo-vvqpXoatvv, EV Top veo't ro he] Ka [ro,pr=Eov 4taXat 

Xpvo-aiF 111, o-raOud'v roirov XXPAAAAHFFF v ] 

Finally, we turn to fragment d, which contains part of eleven lines of one inven- 
tory and after a lacuna of two lines two more lines of another inventory. These two 
inscribed lines are separated by a lacuna of one line: 

XAME 
vacat 

When Woodward assigned the bulk of fragment c to the third inventory, he had the 
fourth and fifth inventories for fragment d by elimination. Now that most of f rag- 
ment c has been assigned to the second year, the third and fourth years are also avail- 
able for the pair of inventories partially preserved in fragment d. This new alterna- 
tive, however, presents a great difficulty. Although there appears to be some minor 
error on the part of the secretary or the mason in the prescript of the third inventory, 
we have no reason to assume another following [E4 Tow VEOL rto hE] Ia [,rorE8ot] in its 
third line, which will end, therefore, with the first item. The next line will begin with 
the second item, [6ope xpvo-e Eot rE)TXe% a'o-'ra] O [os. ] The dotted letters are preserved 
in the first line of d. Theta will, then, be the twenty-third letter of the line, as will mu 
of XAME, which is in the same vertical stoichos. Woodward recognized the difficulty 
here (op. cit., pp. 174-175): how to account for the two vacant lines between the 
inventories of fragment d, the vacant line between I A ME and X, and a prescript 

4 In assigning this heading to the fourth inventory, Woodward (Op. cit., pp. 173-174) was unable 
to devise a completely satisfactory restoration either. 
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bDeginning [ . . .18. rapa8EX] craL-e [ vot] or [............. . ]S 'ApE [t- 
vta1eEs. (Ameiniades is a treasurer of 411/0.) 

These difficulties cannot be overcome if we continue to connect the first inventory 
of fragment d with the last lines of c and if we assign the second inventory of d to the 
fourth year. 

On the other hand, if we free fragment d from a connection with c, thereby allow- 
ing mu of XAME to be in a position other than the twenty-third stoichos, we can 
achieve a reasonable restoration of these lines, as follows: 

[Tra8Eho& ra,uJaTroPv hEpoy XpEp,aTov rEs 'AOEvata]s 'ApE [E a8e[W ----? 

KaL X0rVvapXovPTE ho?t?-- 
[ ? -Eypau,aEvaTEVE rapE8o-av rotLa Tatucut vacat] vaccat 

[vacat] 
[KaXXt-rpa6rot MapaOovtot Kat XorvvdpXo0rt, 1apa&EX ] a [c4tvot 7rapa TOv 

irpo,rEpov TaI.Lov?-- - -- 

This is almost identical to the prescript of the Pronaos inventory of 411/0, which is 
also separated from the preceding inventory on its stele by a vacant space of some 
three lines: 

non-ITOIX. 

[6a'E ho Ta,utato Tov htEp] o7y XpeI.aTov Teg AOEvaiag 'AuEtvEaw8 [eg 

?_ ?Kat XovvdapXovTEg, ho]- 

[., rr] . P13" ]tS [y]papv, Toatq. vacat 
[KaXXw-tpa'rot] MapaOovtot KaF XRa vvd pXo?v ? 

This is the text of I.G., 12, 253, lines 265-267. (There is really no evidence for the 
number of letters in the secretary's name.) 

It is clear that the treasurers of 411/0 had their three annual inventories inscribed 
before their successors had chosen a secretary. Although they left room on the three 
stelai for his name, they failed to fill it in later. Since no additional inventories were 
inscribed on these stelai, there were no subsequent users to detect the omission. The 
same thing happened at the end of the previous penteteris, as the Pronaos inventory 
of 415/4 makes clear: 

ITOIX. 69 

[I68E hotr Tacl]at ToP hteppo8v XpeIaTOv Te 'Aevatag AEoXd [peg 

... % 1 . Iae rzv -1 

5 Cf. I.G., I, 137-138. 
I.G., 12, 247, lines 192-195. We now show the number of vacant spaces necessary to 

complete an arrangement of XTOIX. 69; cf. the Appendix. The left leg of alpha in the name 
Melesias is preserved. 
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[XoVre, hoZs T] EXE'a TEXEvL'Ko BlEpyaoOEv Eaypa1tcrEvE, ir[apE'8o0av 
,rots a,ractau 

[ vacat ] vacat MEXE [-] t a [t ...... 
Kat x vvapXool:, ira-] 

[paEXcara4Evot 7r] apa rov irpOTEpOV Taltov ? 

The Hekatompedon inventory for this year, I.G., 12, 271, shows the same thing 
when we alter the restorations of the Editio Minor to account for the vacant area in the 
second line (cf. the Appendix): 

ITOIX. 72 

[IM'E hot racutat rov htEpo3v XpqLaTov TE 'AOEvat'as AEoxa6pes 
. 

1 
.... .Kat X(rvv]apxo IV-] 

TrE%, hoig TEXE'aq TEXEVt Ko lEpyao-OEv EaypapLaTEve, irapESoTala 
0^ vt vvvq v I v' II roZs ra,tdacsVVV V V 

[ vacat MEXEOiat ...... Kau 

xuvvapXoo, irapa8e]X"a"0E- 
[vot rapap 'orv rporpov ra,totv holq AV0tKXES ApaKOPTV8O Bar&EEv 

Eypa.LaTEvE, EVr]&ot v[Eo] 

[Iot 'EKaropxirE8ot, 4taXat XpvcraZ 111, o-ra0Gpw roirov XXmAAAAFFF 

KOpE XpVOiE irt o ]ex , [ar-] 

[aO,4o,.?-----_ - ] 

It is clear, then, that we have in fragment d parts of the fourth and fifth inven- 
tories of the penteteris 414/3-411/0. Since mu of IAME is the forty-third letter in 
the line, so is theta in line 1 of the fragment, and we can restore the fourth inventory 
as follows: 

ITOIX. 85 
[raT8E hot ra,.uat rov htepov XpEp,arov req 'Aevatag 'A-oi7ro8opog 

Kv8a8 vaOEvO Kat xcrvvapXovreq, hotg Eva-] 
[v8pog 'EptOaXtovos Ev'ovv1.LEvg EypaqaLTEvE, irapEocrav roZt raatatq 

hoS - ? Eyp-] 

a/1Lca'Teve, 7TapaEyCra'LLEVot irapa roV 7prOTEpOV TaptJov, Ev TOt VEOL 

,rot heKaroV7k0E8ov bta6Xat Xpvoat 11 1, o-raO-] 
[pOv 'rOV'OV XXPAAAAH F. KOpE XpVO{E EIL O-TE'XE, ao-ra] 4t [os . 

7The weight of the crown of Nike (line 6) is not definitely known. In I.G., 12, 269, line 122 it 
begins PA, and according to Hicks, op. cit., pl. XXVII, line 30 it ends AA. The only previous editor 
of the stone, H. J. Rose, records no reading for the weight in line 30 (Inscriptiones Graecae Vetustis- 
simae, Cambridge, 1825, pl. XXIV.) Nor was Professor Meritt able to see more than the second delta 
on his squeeze. The restoration PAA disturbs the stoichedon order in several places; cf. especially 
Hicks, op. cit., pl. XXVII, line 29 and pl. XXVIII, lines 22 and 37. 
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alroppavErptov apyvpov, aaaO(xow ro --- ov -- ] 

[ 1. ...t..... Ertavo xpvro II, o-raOpZv 1rOirot IV F'A [AA. 
or&74avco Xpvo-r$, ohv E NKE E'XEa, crra0,Lov `TOurO I ] 

[A? bta6Xat apyvpa Pll, crrajk ̀v roirov mHHH. KappxEcr]1oV 
&[pyvp8ov c-raOu)v rovro H H. KapXecrtov apyvpov At'o I 

[lloxto-g, orauZov rovro H H. o-re'avos Xpvcros, a-ra0popvI ro [6vro 
H-.. -It. crTEfiavE xppcaE, crratiLo7a TVaVE ?mAAF+F F- 

[Ireoavot Xpvrolt, 11 1 -ra0trv roirov HAAP,Ir. a-rtav Io Xpw [ui',q 
arTaG ,.d rovro APH4III. XPVa-1E II, (TrraGLov ro- 

[rotv HHIAAAAl-FFII. xpvas, acrrapv ravr'E HAA]APIFF[Il. 
Xpvcrta- ao--aG,uo' pvavTCre HAPFFF. a-rE0avoa XpvCr-qj 

[o-zaGpw ro0QVTO AArFPil. apyvpt% a-ra@vuavrt HE' HfrJ]AAAAF[F. 
Ovitareptov apyvpov, crra ,uo`v roiro X. crarmavo- "I 

[k xpvaro8s, arraG jpov rovro XHH PF. a-rebavos xpva-3o, araj IOav 7oTrO 
cm. I oavo-rXvbco xpva8oo, caGv roVro AAAF.r 

[Ca-rE~bvo xpva-o I aI -raGpiov roirotv mFH+. crEavoq XIpvcTos, 
[o-raGiiNv rovS,ro .7..... a-TE&kaVOg Xpvo-o, crraGpo'v] 

[TOV7O-- 6 25 -1XW/ Wl~T Cra -0 r [ --5 4't [TVroiroxp avel crpi ara]faIi r[arE -t 

crTmjavog XpvoS-og ara6ov Tov?rO . . .. - ? I 
[ 

1...... ..4 ... a-raG (.o'rov'Tr - - - - 
-(ptaAE vel cTE4cWE Xpvl aei 

a-ra[0tv vrav'TE mHHAAIFF . vacatl 

APPENDIX: THE DEMOTIC OF LEOCHARES 

We learn from IG., 12, 302, line 52 that the nominative of the demotic of Leo- 
chares, a treasurer of Athena in 415/4, has eleven letters.8 A demotic of eleven letters 
should also be restored in the Hekatompedon inventory of that year, as we have done 
supraJ The author noted the following letters in the last three preserved lines of the 
heading: 

OIN 

traces 

The necessary supplements require a minimum of seventy-two spaces between omicron 
and epsilon (exclusively). Hicks' arrangement would permit only seventy-one. Rather 
than crowd an additional letter into the right margin, which in Hicks' text already has 
one more than the margins in the other inventories on the stele, we should assume an 
additional space to the left of the preserved letters, allowing eleven spaces for the 
demotic of Leochares. 

8 Cf. B. D. Meritt, Athenian Financial Documents, of the Fifth Century, Ann Arbor, 1932, p. 162. 
9 I.G., 12, 271; cf. Hicks, op. cit., pl. XXVIII, lines 46-50. 
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The demotic also occurs in I.G., 12, 246 and 247, the Pronaos inventories of 416/5 
and the following year. We maintain that these two inscriptions are engraved in strict 
stoichedon order with every letter-space filled in every line and without crowding of 
two letters into a space.'0 On the other hand, it has been noted that in many of the 
inscriptions of the treasurers of Athena of the fifth century the stoichedon order is 
apparently not rigidly observed.1" In view of the fact, however, that several of the 
inventories can easily be restored with an identical number of letter spaces per line it 
will be necessary to judge I.G., 12, 246 and 247 individually.12 If one plots the layout 
of letters in these two inscriptions, the contents of which are known from other inven- 
tories, he will find that the first has sixty-one spaces in each line and that the second 
has sixty-nine spaces in each line without exception. No manipulation is necessary in 
the portions restored; the necessary supplements fall right into place. The only irregu- 
larities in these two inscriptions occur in the preserved portion of the second. The 
stone mason left room for the name of the secretary of the incoming treasurers, but 
the space was never filled. We have seen other occurrences of this phenomenon and 
conclude that it is not an error. The mason did, however, omit the rubric a-raG,u pv 
ravrEs in line 205 and used the spelling rovro in line 199 instead of his normal r6ro. 

The nominative of the demotic occurs in line 192 of I.G., 12, 247, where eleven 
spaces are available in a line of sixty-nine spaces, thereby agreeing with I.G., P2, 302. 
The dative occurs in line 175 of I.G., 12, 246. The line division of this inscription is 
given wrongly in the Editio Minor, where it is based on the assumption that the final 
line (191) begins with the rubric E1TE'TEtaX EEyEVETO. Since the first line of the inventory 
is not preserved, it is proper to turn to the last line for a clue to the line division of 
the entire inscription, but there is no reason to assume that it did begin with the 
accessions rubric. On the contrary, that rubric is divided between the final two lines 
of the next inventory in this series (I.G., 12, 247). It is inscribed directly below I.G., 
12, 246 and opens as follows (line 192): 

[TLa8E hoot racq] at rov htEpov XpEItarov reg 'AOEvatas 

The hasta of the tau in [ETEyEV] ErO in line 191 is directly above and between the alpha 
and iota of line 192, i.e., above the 12'2th space of that line. The position of tau 
in its own line is determined from the following proportion: 

10 The spacing of unit and obol signs is as follows: in I.G., I2, 246 one, two, and three occupy 
a single space and four occupy two spaces; in I.G., J2, 247 one and two occupy a single space while 
three and four occupy two spaces. 

11 W. K. Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer, The Calendars of Athens, Cambridge, Mass., 1947, 
pp. 100-101; Pritchett, Ancient Athenian Calendars on Stone, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1963, 
pp. 291-292; and Pritchett, " Epigraphica Restituta," A. J. P., LXXXV, 1964, pp. 46-47. 

12 Cf. Hicks, op. cit., pls. XXVII-XXVIII. Pritchett and Neugebauer, op. cit., p. 101, refer 
to a text restored by West and Woodward with lines of varying length, rightly noting that their 
" knowledge of Attic tabulae is unrivalled." Note, therefore, Woodward's plate facing p. 40 in 
J.H.S., XXXI, 1911, where the length of line is uniform. 
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61:69:: x: 12? 
x- 11.1 

This conclusion is confirmed by measurements made from a squeeze: the space occu- 
pied in I.G., 12, 247 by twelve letters measured from the left edge of the first (a tau) 
to the middle of the space following the twelfth (a lambda) is 0.132 m.; the space 
occupied in I.G., P2, 246 by eleven letters measured from the left edge of the first 
(a tau) to the middle of the eleventh (an epsilon) is 0.135 m. Thus the line division 
in lines 190 and 191 is [E&ITEIEta EX TEyEV]eO. The solitary epsilon in line 172, then, is 
the thirty-eighth letter, and the inscription begins as follows: 13 

ITOIX. 61 
[ra'8E hot rapu'at rov hEpo6v XpEuarov r4E 'AOEvatas AXcrt0Eo 

3 I ' 
..ato Ka"d 

[XoJVVa6pXoVrE', ho$ AVc0tKXES ApaKovTt8o Bar] Ee[0EV Eypacq.aqrEvE, 

rapE'8ocrav] 

[rots raq4avq hots TeXEag TEXEVtKO] llEpyacEOEv Eyp[ackqa4TEVE 

AEOXa6pE .3..] 

175 [...... Kai; xXcrlvva [pXocrt, lrapa8EXcr] acEVOL irapa 'ov irpo [TEpov Ta,lto'V KTX.] 

Thus the dative of the demotic should have ten letters, a finding strengthened, 
paradoxically enough, by the fact that only eight spaces are available for it in the 
Hekatompedon inventory of 416/5.14 The reduction of one letter from the nominative 
to the dative means that the demotic terminates in -evt, and two of the three possibili- 
ties could easily cause a mason to omit two letters: ['AX01TEKEt<ED>] and [TpLVE,E<ED>]. 

Less likely is the other possibility, [AEVKoVoV<ET>]. 

CORRIGENDUM 

Under the date 428/7 on p. 148 above, the second sentence should read: A 
demotic of eleven letters would fill the usual 59 spaces in that line and would complete 
the regular 61 spaces in I.G., I2, 262, line 38. 

WESLEY E. THOMPSON 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

DAVIS 

13 For Dexitheos cf. W. E. Thompson, " Prosopographical Notes on Athenian Treasurers," 
Hesperia, XXXIV, 1965, p. 154. 

14 Cf. Hicks, op. cit., pl. XXVIII, line 33. 
15 The purpose of this final note is not to claim the late B. H. Hill as a supporter of the views 

of the author, but to give him credit for discoveries which he made but did not live to publish. 
After the present article had been prepared, the author received from A. M. Woodward copies of 
two letters written by Hill in which he announced the discovery of the join between fragments 
a and c, the missing (twelfth) line of fragment a, the three letters in line 14 of that fragment, which 
he regarded as EyE, and the argument advanced by the author for dating fragment d. 
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